SOCIOL 202A  PROSEM I                      SCHOBER
SOCIOL 210A  CLASSICAL SOCIAL THEORY      BANDELJ
SOCIOL 219   SUPERFLUOUS PEOPLE           SNOW
SOCIOL 221A  GRAD STATISTICS I            CHIANG
SOCIOL 226A  METHODS OF DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OHLANDER
SOCIOL 227A  FIELD AND OBSERVATION METHODS I SNOW
SOCIOL 229   COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF RELATIONAL DATA FAUST
SOCIOL 230A  RACE AND ETHNICITY           BAILEY/FELICIANO
SOCIOL 232   INEQUALITY                   HUFFMAN
SOCIOL 239   WOMEN IN SCIENCE             PENNER
SOCIOL 241   POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY          AMENT/A/BOLZENDAHL
SOCIOL 249   SOCIOLOGY OF NARRATIVE       POLLETTA
SOCIOL 262A  POPULATIONS                  BROWN
SOCIOL 269   GENDER AND WORK              PIXLEY
SOCIOL 289   ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY           BANDELJ
SOCIOL 289   NETWORKS AND INFORMATION THEORY BUTTS

Winter Quarter 2011

SOCIOL 202B  PROSEM II                      NOYMER/SU
SOCIOL 212   NETWORK THEORY                 BUTTS
SOCIOL 220A  RESEARCH DESIGN               PENNER
SOCIOL 221B  GRAD STATISTICS II            NOYMER
SOCIOL 227B  FIELD AND OBSERVATION METHODS II SNOW
SOCIOL 229   ADVANCED REGRESSION MODELS     SCHOBER
SOCIOL 234   ETHNIC AMERICA                RUMBAUT
SOCIOL 239   MEXICAN MIGRATION AND U.S. POLICY BEAN
SOCIOL 239   CONTEMPORARY RACE AND ETHNIC THEORY ROBNETT-OLSEN
SOCIOL 240A  SOCIAL PROBLEMS               MEYER/SNOW
SOCIOL 249   DELIBERATION AND DEMOCRACY     POLLETTA
SOCIOL 260A  FAMILY AND HOUSEHOLDS         TRESAS
SOCIOL 265   DASA RESEARCH DESIGN          TRESAS
SOCIOL 269   SOCIOLOGY & DEMOGRAPHY OF HEALTH & ILLNESS NOYMER
SOCIOL 272A  WORK AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS  STEPAN-NORRIS

Spring Quarter 2011

SOCIOL 210B  CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL THEORY     HIRONAKA
SOCIOL 221   GRAD STATISTICS III            CHIANG
SOCIOL 229   DISSERTATION SEMINAR           STEPAN-NORRIS
SOCIOL 239   IMMIGRATION AND THE NEW SECOND GENERATION FELICIANO
SOCIOL 249   GENOCIDE AND MASS KILLINGS     SU
SOCIOL 249   SOCIOLOGY OF CULTURE           HIRONAKA
SOCIOL 259   GLOBALIZATION AND WORLD SYSTEMS SMITH
SOCIOL 259   COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGY RESEARCH PRACTICUM SCHOBER
SOCIOL 269   THE FAMILY                     TURNERY
SOCIOL 279   GENDER, FAMILY AND THE WELFARE STATE BOLZENDAHL
SOCIOL 279   SEXUALITY AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS FRANK
SOCIOL 280   ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL NETWORK DATA FAUST

PLEASE NOTE COURSES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR
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